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ABSTRACT
We study the properties of clumps formed in three-dimensional weakly magne-
tized magneto-hydrodynamic simulations of converging flows in the thermally bistable,
warm neutral medium (WNM). We find that: (1) Similarly to the situation in the
classical two-phase medium, cold, dense clumps form through dynamically-triggered
thermal instability in the compressed layer between the convergent flows, and are of-
ten characterised by a sharp density jump at their boundaries though not always. (2)
However, the clumps are bounded by phase-transition fronts rather than by contact
discontinuities, and thus they grow in size and mass mainly by accretion of WNM ma-
terial through their boundaries. (3) The clump boundaries generally consist of thin
layers of thermally unstable gas, but these layers are often widened by the turbulence,
and penetrate deep into the clumps. (4) The clumps are approximately in both ram
and thermal pressure balance with their surroundings, a condition which causes their
internal Mach numbers to be comparable to the bulk Mach number of the colliding
WNM flows. (5) The clumps typically have mean temperatures 20 <∼ 〈T 〉 <∼ 50 K, cor-
responding to the wide range of densities they contain (20 <∼ n <∼ 5000 cm−3) under a
nearly-isothermal equation of state. (6) The turbulent ram pressure fluctuations of the
WNM induce density fluctuations that then serve as seeds for local gravitational col-
lapse within the clumps. (7) The velocity and magnetic fields tend to be aligned with
each other within the clumps, although both are significantly fluctuating, suggesting
that the velocity tends to stretch and align the magnetic field with it. (8) The typical
mean field strength in the clumps is a few times larger than that in the WNM. (9)
The magnetic field strength in the densest regions within the clumps (n ∼ 104 cm−3)
has a mean value of B ∼ 6 µG but with a large scatter of nearly two orders of
magnitude, implying that both sub- and super-critical cores are formed in the simu-
lation. (10) In the final stages of the evolution the clumps’ growth drives them into
gravitational instability, at which point star formation sets in, and the pressure in the
clumps’ centers increases even further.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The formation of molecular clouds by converging flows in the
warm neutral atomic medium (WNM) has been intensively
studied in recent years through numerical and analytical
treatments (e.g., Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 1999; Hennebelle
& Pe´rault 1999; Koyama & Inutsuka 2000; Hartmann et al.
2001; Koyama & Inutsuka 2002; Audit & Hennebelle 2005;
Heitsch et al. 2005; Gazol et al. 2005; Va´zquez-Semadeni
et al. 2006, 2007; Hennebelle et al. 2007; Heitsch et al. 2008),
which have shown that molecular regions can form by ther-
mal instability TI (Field 1965) in the warm neutral inter-
stellar medium (ISM), nonlinearly triggered by transonic
compressions in the WNM. The added ram pressure of such
compressions causes the affected regions to overshoot from
cold neutral medium (CNM) to molecular cloud physical
conditions. However, the nature and evolution of the clumps
appearing self-consistently within the clouds produced by
this mechanism remains controversial. On the one hand, the
clumps have been reported to be in approximate pressure
balance with their surroundings and to have sharp bound-
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aries, as in the classical two-phase medium (e.g., Audit &
Hennebelle 2005; Hennebelle et al. 2007), while simultane-
ously, the whole medium exhibits turbulent behavior, with
wide distributions of the density and pressure. This implies
the existence of significant amounts of gas in the unstable
density and temperature ranges, which has been suggested
to be in transit between the stable warm and cold phases
(Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2000; Gazol et al. 2001; Sa´nchez-
Salcedo et al. 2002; Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2003; de Avillez
& Breitschwerdt 2004; Gazol et al. 2005; Audit & Hennebelle
2005).
This coexistence of a two-phase and a turbulent regime,
to which we refer as “thermally bistable turbulence”, is in-
triguing, since turbulence implies continuous and irregular
transport of gas (e.g., Klessen et al. 2000; Klessen & Lin
2003), while the two-phase regime is usually thought to im-
ply static conditions of the clouds, held under confinement
by the pressure of the warmer, more diffuse WNM, and with
the two phases being mediated by contact discontinuities at
pressure equilibrium, which, by definition, imply no fluid
transport across them.
In this contribution, we address these issues by means of
three-dimensional (3D), adaptive mesh refinement (AMR),
magneto-hydrodynamical (MHD), self-gravitating simula-
tions, performed with the FLASH code (Fryxell et al. 2000),
which allow us to have sufficient resolution to simulate the
formation of a large dense cloud complex while still resolving
the interiors of the clumps that naturally form during this
process. Note that, even though our simulations are mag-
netic, in this paper we focus on the nature and evolution of
the clumps, rather than on the effect of the presence of the
magnetic field, a task that we defer to a future study.
2 NUMERICAL MODEL
We model the convergence of WNM flows as two colliding,
large-scale cylindrical streams, whose evolution we follow
with the FLASH code under ideal MHD conditions. Our
setup is similar (though not identical) to the non-magnetic
SPH simulation of Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. (2007) labeled
L256∆v0.17 (see their Fig. 1). Each stream is 112 pc long
and has a radius of 32 pc. They are embedded in a (256 pc)3
simulation box. Although the numerical box is periodic, the
cloud occupies a relatively small volume far from the bound-
aries, and so the cloud can interact freely with its diffuse en-
vironment, with relatively little effect from the boundaries.
The cylindrical streams are given an initial, slightly su-
personic inflow velocity so that they collide at the centre of
the numerical box. The inflow speed of each stream cor-
responds to an isothermal Mach number of 1.22, where
the initial temperature of the atomic gas is 5000 K imply-
ing an isothermal1 sound speed of 5.7 km s−1. We also
add 10% random velocity perturbations to the bulk stream
speeds. The initially homogeneous density is n = 1 cm−3
(ρ = 2.12 × 10−24 g cm−3, using a mean atomic weight of
1.27).
1 Note that our inflow speeds are a factor of (5/3)−1/2 smaller
than the one in Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. (2007) as we use the
isothermal sound speed, while those authors used the adiabatic
one.
Here, we report on the results from our weakly mag-
netised case with a homogeneous magnetic field compo-
nent of strength Bx = 1µG, which is parallel to the gas
streams. These initial conditions translate to a plasma β =
Ptherm/Pmag of 17.34. We choose this relatively weak field
so that the gas in the streams is magnetically supercritical,
and thus the cloud formed by compression along the field
lines can eventually also become supercritical. Note that the
only way in which our clouds can become supercritical is by
accreting mass from the inflows along the field lines (Mes-
tel 1985; Hennebelle & Pe´rault 2000; Hartmann et al. 2001;
Shu et al. 2007; Va´zquez-Semadeni 2007), since we do not in-
clude ambipolar diffusion in our simulations. In any case our
choice of the initial uniform field is not overly low, as recent
estimates of the mean Galactic field give upper and lower
limits of 4 ± 1 and 1.4 ± 0.2 µG, respectively (Beck 2001).
On the other hand, total magnetic field strengths which also
comprise of field fluctuations are typically reported to be of
the order of 6µG (see e.g., Heiles & Troland 2005). Here,
we are not including initial field fluctuations. In our simu-
lation, such fluctuations are dynamically generated in the
CNM from the initial turbulent velocity and thermal insta-
bility.
This setup is different from the numerical setup in our
companion paper, Hennebelle et al. (2008), where a sig-
nificantly stronger field was used (5µG), and the colliding
streams entered the simulation box along the field direction
through two opposite boundaries, which had inflow rather
than periodic conditions. Thus, in that paper, the mass-to-
flux ratio of the cloud was allowed to increase without limit,
while in our simulations, this ratio is bounded from above
by the mass-to-flux ratio of the simulation box.
These initial conditions result in a ratio of the total
mass in the flows, Mflows ≈ 2.26 × 104 M, to the ther-
mal Jeans mass of Mflows/MJ ≈ 2 × 10−3. The warm
neutral medium is far from being gravitationally unsta-
ble. On the other hand, the mass-to-flux ratio of the flows,
µ = Mflows/ΦB = Σ/Bx, is such that µ/µcrit ≈ 2.9, where
µcrit ≈ 0.13/
√
G is the critical value for a slightly flattened
structure on the verge of collapse (Mouschovias & Spitzer
1976; Spitzer 1978). Using this critical value, the mass-to-
flux ratio of the entire simulation box is 3.3µcrit, because
the extend of the flows is slightly smaller than the box size.
We estimate the transition time at which the cloud becomes
magnetically super-critical as
ttrans ≈ 5.4 Myr
×
(
n
1 cm−3
)−1 ( vflow
6.9 km s−1
)−1( Bx
1µG
)
. (1)
Concerning the cooling, we use the procedure described
in Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. (2007), which is based on the
chemistry and cooling calculations of Koyama & Inutsuka
(2000) and the analytic fits to them by Koyama & Inutsuka
(2002). Thermal conduction is neglected.
We follow the gravitational collapse with up to 11 AMR
refinement levels, which correspond to a maximum resolu-
tion of 8192 grid points 2, or a grid spacing of ∆x = 0.03 pc
in each direction. For the dynamical mesh refinement we use
a Jeans’ criterion, where we resolve the local Jeans’ length
2 Note, each refinement level corresponds to a block 83 grid points
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with at least 10 grid cells (see Truelove et al. 1997, for the
necessary criterion to prevent artificial fragmentation). It
should be noted that some authors have advocated that the
resolution criterion should be to resolve the Field length
(Field 1965) with at least three grid points (Koyama & In-
utsuka 2004; Gressel 2009). Other authors (Hennebelle &
Audit 2007) have suggested that the proper scale that needs
to be resolved is the “sound crossing scale”, the product
of the sound speed and the cooling time. In the warm and
cold atomic phases, either of these criteria may actually be
more stringent than the Jeans one but, as also discussed by
Hennebelle & Audit (2007), the main effect of insufficient
resolution in this kind of simulations is to truncate the frag-
mentation at the smallest resolved scales, in turn causing
the the low-mass end of the clump mass spectrum to be also
truncated. However, in this paper we are not concerned with
resolving small scale fluctuations nor in the detailed shape
and extension of the core spectrum, but rather with the
mechanism of clump growth, and the clumps’ substructure,
once they have reached well-resolved sizes. As discussed by
Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. (2006), the physics of clump growth
are simple, and do not require a very high resolution. In that
paper, it was also concluded that, since clumps grow, they
are necessarily unresolved during the initial stages of their
formation, but later become well resolved, as they reach suf-
ficiently large sizes. Thus, we can investigate the substruc-
ture of clumps that have had enough time to become well
resolved. Nevertheless, it could be that by also resolving
small scale fluctuations the conversion of the WNM to the
CNM might be slightly faster if the surface-to-volume ratio
of the cold gas increases in this case. On the other hand,
since we plan to use the present simulations to study the
star formation process in future contributions, it is impor-
tant to satisfy the Jeans criterion. In any case, our clumps
are typically resolved with at least the 10th level of refine-
ment, corresponding to a resolution of 0.06 pc.
Finally, Lagrangian sink particles (see e.g., Bate et al.
1995; Jappsen et al. 2005) are created if the local density
exceeds n > nsink ≡ 2 × 104 cm−3 and this location is a
local minimum of the gravitational potential. These parti-
cles interact only gravitationally with the gas and with each
other. They are free to move within the simulation box inde-
pendent of the underlying mesh (i.e Lagrangian particles).
The sink particles have an accretion radius of 0.47 pc corre-
sponding to roughly one Jeans’ length at nsink. Within this
accretion radius, gas in excess of nsink is deposited into the
sink if this gas is gravitationally bound. The sink mass in-
creases acordingly. Note that the initial mass of the sink is
computed with the dynamically accreted mass; i.e., only the
mass in excess of nsink contributes to the initial sink mass.
In a forthcoming study we investigate the influence of
ambipolar diffusion (AD) on molecular cloud formation in
colliding flows, where we are using the implementation of
ambipolar diffusion for the FLASH code by Duffin & Pu-
dritz (2008). Ambipolar diffusion might regulate the mag-
netic field strength in the condensations that are induced
by thermal instability (Inoue et al. 2007; Inoue & Inutsuka
2008).
3 RESULTS
3.1 Global features
As is already well known, the collision of transonic, con-
verging flows initially produces moderate compressions on
the linearly stable WNM at the collision front, which are
sufficiently strong to nonlinearly trigger thermal instabil-
ity (Hennebelle & Pe´rault 1999), so that the gas rapidly
cools to temperatures well below 100 K, forming a thin sheet
that then fragments into filaments and ultimately into small
clumps. Moreover, the thermal pressure of the dense gas is
in close balance with the thermal + ram pressure of the
WNM outside it, and it is at higher densities and pressures
than the steady-state CNM, overshooting to typical giant
molecular cloud physical (density and temperature) condi-
tions (Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2006, n ∼ 100 cm−3, T ∼
a few tens of Kelvins). This process also causes the newly
formed dense gas to be turbulent, with a transonic velocity
dispersion with respect to its own sound speed (Koyama &
Inutsuka 2002; Heitsch et al. 2005; Va´zquez-Semadeni et al.
2006; Hennebelle et al. 2008). As in the classical two-phase
model (Field et al. 1969), the clumps in the dense gas are
bounded by sharp density jumps of roughly a factor of 100.
We refer to this regime of global turbulence subjected to the
tendency to form dense clumps by TI as “thermally bistable
turbulence”. In what follows, we indistinctly refer to the
dense clumps as “molecular”, even though we do not actu-
ally follow the chemistry in our simulations.
In this regime, the “molecular cloud” is composed of
a mixture of diffuse and dense gas, with a significant frac-
tion of gas in the unstable range, which is in transit from
the diffuse to the dense phase, thus producing a continuous
though bimodal distribution of densities and temperatures
(Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2000; Gazol et al. 2001, 2005; Au-
dit & Hennebelle 2005). In Fig. 1 we show the structure of
the dense cloud from our converging flow simulation about
5 Myr after the first regions collapse and form stars. In par-
ticular, from the face-on image one can see that the “cloud”
is not a homogeneous entity, but rather it is composed of
dense clumps (which should be mostly molecular) embed-
ded in somewhat less dense filaments (which may be partly
molecular and partly atomic) (see also Va´zquez-Semadeni
et al. 2007; Hennebelle et al. 2008).
3.2 Clump properties
3.2.1 Clump growth mechanism
As mentioned above, the clumps are mainly bounded by
sharp density jumps of roughly a factor of 100. However,
the clumps are connected to large filaments which build up
in the intersection region of the colliding flows. The main
difference between the regime in the simulations and the
classical two-phase model of Field et al. (1969) is that, be-
cause the clumps are formed by turbulent compressions in
the WNM rather than by linear development of TI, they can
accrete mass from distances much larger than the scale of
the fastest-growing mode of TI in the diffuse medium, which
is typically small. In a turbulent environment, instead, the
clumps can accrete from the scales associated with the com-
pressive motion that forms the clumps. This implies that, for
turbulence-induced clump formation, the duration of clump
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 1. Column density of the inner region of the molecular cloud viewed edge-on (left panel) and face-on (right panel). In the left
panel, the large scale flows advance inwards from the right and left sides of the box, leaving a lower-density medium there. In both
panels, the dots mark the projected positions of the sink particles, i.e. regions of local gravitational collapse. The first regions that show
active star formation appear at about 17 Myr in this simulation. The molecular cloud is largely inhomogeneous, with the “molecular”
gas (log(N/cm−2)>∼ 20.5) interspersed within the warm atomic gas. Note that the simulation box is 4 times larger (i.e. 256 pc each side)
than the area shown here.
Figure 2. Column density evolution of a clump (colored yellow-green) in which a self gravitating, cold, dense core (yellow-red) builds up.
The clump is embedded in a large-scale, filamentary structure (see also Fig. 1) but is separated from the external WNM (light-blue) by a
sharp boundary (dark green), although it exhibits a complex, fluctuating substructure. The clump grows mainly by accretion of material
from the WNM. Cold, dense regions become Jeans unstable and start to form stars (indicated by the black dots). See also Fig. 6.
growth may be much longer than in the case of linear de-
velopment, and thus one should expect to generally find the
clumps in a growing stage, rather than in a quasi-static
state, as in the final state of the linear development of TI.
In turn, this means that there should generally be a net
mass flux across their boundaries driven by the ram pres-
sure of the inflow. This dynamic growth is different to the
situation in the quasi-static two-phase model, in which any
mass flux through the fronts (evaporation or condensation;
e.g., Zeldovich & Pikel’Ner 1969) occurs as a result of the
tendency to equalize the thermal pressure between the CNM
and the WNM. We thus refer to the clumps’ boundaries as
phase transition fronts.
This mechanism has been studied in detail in one di-
mension by Hennebelle & Pe´rault (1999) and Va´zquez-
Semadeni et al. (2006). The latter authors gave analytical
solutions for the expansion velocity of the phase transition
front that separates the warm and cold gas as a function
of the bulk Mach number of the inflows (see their fig. 3).
Typically, those speeds are small, because the gas is tightly
packaged in the clumps, and so the clump size increases
slowly. In fact, interestingly, the front speed decreases with
increasing inflow Mach number because the ram pressure of
the compression then causes the clump density to be suffi-
ciently large as to overwhelm the larger accretion rate onto
the cloud, and the net effect is that the front propagates
at lower speeds. During their growth, the clumps also ocas-
sionally coalesce with other nearby clumps, a process that
enhances their growth rate.
In Fig. 2 we show the column density evolution of a
typical clump in our simulation, which exhibits the afore-
mentioned sharp boundaries and growth, although large
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. Column density of the edge-on view of the clump
shown in Fig. 2. The clump clearly originates at the intersection of
the large scale flows and is connected to a large filamentary struc-
ture. Perpendicualar to the filament the clump grows through the
propagation of its phase transition front into the WNM.
Figure 4. Three dimensional structure of the clump shown in the
last panel of Fig. 2. The density iso-surface is shown for number
density of 600 cm−3 reveals the complex structure of this clump.
fluctuations are seen within it as well. A few million years
later, the clump becomes self-gravitating and starts to pro-
duce local sites of collapse. We also show an edge-on column
density view of the clump at t = 22.5 Myr in Fig. 3 and a
3D iso-density image in Fig. 4, which shows the complexity
of the dense clump.
It is important to note that the clumps’ growth mecha-
nism is a simple consequence of the thermal bistability of the
flow, triggered by the transonic compression in the WNM, so
it is essentially a thermo-hydrodynamic phenomenon, inde-
pendent of the presence of the magnetic field. Indeed, Fig. 5
shows the density and velocity field for a clump in a non-
Figure 5. Column density of a clump from the hydro simulation.
The structure of the clump and its growth by accretion of WNM
material are very similar to the weakly magnetised case shown
in Fig. 2.
magnetic simulation, showing that the same growth mecha-
nism occurs there as well. The inclusion of the magnetic field
does not appear to change its basic action, as the gas simply
tends to flow along field lines, which in turn are re-oriented
by the inertia of the flow (cf. sec. 3.2.2).
3.2.2 Clump internal structure
To examine the internal structure of the dense clumps, in
Figs. 6 and 7 we show slices through the clump shown in
the last panel of Fig. 2, at two different x positions, one
through the site of its maximum density (Fig. 6), and the
other closer to its periphery (Fig. 7). The four panels of each
figure respectively show maps of the density, temperature,
pressure, and magnetic field strength of the clump. The res-
olution in the interior of the clump is 0.03 pc, while its linear
dimensions at t = 22.5 Myr are seen to be roughly 3× 5 pc,
suggesting that the clump is well resolved.
At this point, it is convenient to estimate the expected
pressure-equilibrium value of the density in the clumps,
when one includes the ram pressure from the colliding in-
flows. The density and temperature initial conditions of our
simulation imply a thermal pressure Pth = 5000 K cm
−3.
From Fig. 2 of Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. (2007), it can be
seen that the (hydrostatic) cold-phase density corresponding
to this pressure in our simulation is ∼ 150 cm−3. Since the
inflow speed of the colliding streams is 1.22 times the sound
speed in the WNM, the ram pressure is ∼ 1.222/
√
5/3 ≈ 1
times the thermal pressure,3 for a total pressure of Ptot =
Pth +Pram ≈ 104 K cm−3. The pressure-equilibrium density
of the cold gas at this pressure is seen to be, from that figure,
n ∼ 300 cm−3.
3 Recall the Mach number we use is with respect to the isother-
mal sound speed, but the calculation needs to be performed with
the adiabatic one (see also Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2006).
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Figure 6. Structure of the clump shown in the right panel of Fig. 2. The images show 2D slices through the densest region of the clump.
Shown are the density (top left), temperature (top right), thermal pressure (bottom left), and magnetic field strength (bottom right;
note the linear scale). The arrows in the pressure image indicate the velocity field and, in the magnetic field image, the magnetic field
vectors. The WNM gas streams into the clump predominately along the magnetic flux lines. Note in the top left panel that the clump
boundaries (dark green) are generally thin, but on occasions become wide and penetrate deep into the core, causing the transition from
WNM to CNM to “molecular” gas to be smoother.
It is then noteworthy that, although the clump is clearly
separated from the WNM by a sharp boundary (dark green
in the top left panels of Figs. 6 and 7), its central part
(Fig. 6) contains densities ranging from n ∼ 20 cm−3 to
5000 cm−3, and is seen to be strongly turbulent. Specifically,
the few-tens-of-Kelvins gas (dark green), which is mostly as-
sociated with the clumps’ thin boundaries, is seen to often
extend over much wider regions, penetrating deep into the
clump structure. Presumably, this is gas in transit towards
cold-phase conditions, whose transition has been delayed by
the turbulence (Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2003). Finally, note
that the clump contains a few warmer, lower-density and
lower-pressure “holes”, which are closer to having WNM
conditions. In summary, the turbulence within the clumps,
perhaps aided by self-gravity (see below), causes strong fluc-
tuations of about one order of magnitude above and below
the canonical steady-state value of the CNM density. Within
this clump, the temperature is T ∼ 20 − 50 K, whereas the
surrounding warm gas is still at T ∼ 5000 K. The small
variability of the temperature within the clump is consis-
tent with the nearly-isothermal behavior of the gas at those
densities. Indeed, from Fig. 2 of Va´zquez-Semadeni et al.
(2007), it is seen that the slope γe of the P vs. ρ curve for
the dense gas is ∼ 0.8, while an isothermal behavior would
correspond to γe = 1.
The thermal pressure field is similarly seen to have large
fluctuations within the clump, in fact exceeding those seen
in the surrounding WNM. The largest values of the ther-
mal pressure inside the clump are probably caused by the
beginning of the gravitationally-contracting phase of these
regions. Such large thermal pressure fluctuations are a re-
flection of the turbulent character of the ram pressure in the
clump’s environment.
The velocity dispersion within this clump is ∼
0.7 kms−1. Estimating a sound speed of ∼ 0.4 kms−1 for the
gas in the clump, the implied Mach number is ∼ 1.75. Given
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 7. Same 2D images than shown in Fig. 6 but cut through slightly off center (x = 2.5 pc, see also Fig. 3). Here the clump properties
are highly distinct. In particular, the density and temperature contrast compared to the WNM is greatly prominent. Due to the thermal
bistability of the flow, the clump is almost in pressure equilibrium with its surroundings.
the slightly softer-than-isothermal equation of state implies
a slightly larger-than-isothermal density jump in this gas, so
that, under the effect of turbulence alone, one should expect
a density contrast ∼ 5. The additional density enhancement
may be attributed to incipient gravitational contraction. In-
deed, the mass of this clump is ∼ 280M, while the Jeans
mass for density n = 200 cm−3 is 150M, indicating that
the clump is undergoing gravitational contraction, also in-
dicated by the fact that it has already formed sink parti-
cles. This is further illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows the
mass M and the number of Jeans masses NJ of the gas
above a given density in the region shown in the rightmost
panel of Fig. 2 and in Fig. 6. It is clearly seen that the
clump as a whole is gravitationally unstable, containing a
couple of Jeans masses. The highest density regions do not
appear Jeans unstable, but this may be a consequence of
the fact that this clump has already formed sinks, so the
sink mass has already been removed from the gas phase.
On the other hand, the lowest-density gas within the clump
(n ∼ 20–30 cm−3) is probably due to interference between
the condensation process and the turbulence, causing some
accreting gas from the WNM to not be able to immediately
undergo the phase transition to the cold phase.
Concerning the magnetic field, from Figs. 6 and 7, we
see that it tends to be aligned with the velocity field in
the dense regions, although it is also highly distorted there
(recall that the initial configuration had the magnetic field
parallel to the x axis), a phenomenon already observed in
the 2D simulations of Passot et al. (1995). The visual
impression of alignment is confirmed by the histogram of
v · B/|v||B|, which is shown in Fig. 11 for all of the dense
(n > 5 × 103 cm−3) gas in the simulation. The histogram
clearly exhibits peaks at 1 and −1, indicating alignment.
The tangling in the clumps indicates that the field has
been strongly distorted by the turbulent motions in the com-
pressed regions. In this case, the alignment with the velocity
field is probably a consequence of the fact that motions non-
parallel to the field tend to stretch and align it along with
them (Hennebelle & Pe´rault 2000). A similar alignment is
observed in runs with a more realistic mean field strength of
3µG, and including an initial fluctuating component of the
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 8. Mass M and number of Jeans masses NJ of the gas
above a given density in the region shown in the rightmost panel
of Fig. 2 and in Fig. 6 (t = 22.5 Myr). The clump is seen to
be globally gravitationally unstable (i.e., from its largest scales,
which correspond to the lowest mean densities.
Figure 9. Scatter plot and two-dimensional histogram show-
ing the magnetic field strength and density of all grid points in
the simulation at t = 22.5 Myr. The most probable value of the
magnetic field at a given density (indicated by the locus of the
rightmost apexes of the contours) is seen to scale with density
roughly as n1/2 (straight line), although a large scatter of almost
two orders of magnitude is seen around this mean trend at each
density. On the other hand, the maximum magnetic field strength
scales only weakly with the gas density (i.e., Bmax ∝ n0.15 for
the uppermost contour line).
field, suggesting that this result may actually be expected
to apply in actual interstellar clouds.
Fig. 9 shows a scatter plot (dots) and a two-dimensional
histogram (contours) of the magnetic field strength versus
the density for each pixel in the simulation. One can see
that, from n ∼ 100 cm−3 to 104 cm−3, the most probable
value of the magnetic field, indicated by the locus of the
rightmost apexes of the contours, appears to scale roughly
as n1/2, although with great scatter around this value.
It is worth noting that at densities n ∼ 104 cm−3, the
mean field strength is 〈B〉 ∼ 10µG, although field strengths
ranging from ∼ 1 to ∼ 100µG are observed. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 10, which shows the field strength distribu-
tion in the high density gas only (n ≥ 5 × 103 cm−3). This
Figure 10. Probability density function of the magnetic field
strength in the high density regions (n ≥ 5×103 cm−3), showing
a variability of one order of magnitude of the field strength above
and below a most probable value of 〈B〉 ∼ 6 µG at t = 22.5 Myr.
Figure 11. Histogram of cos θvB = v ·B/vB computed over all
of the high-density (n > 5 × 103 cm−3) gas in the simulation,
where v and B are respectively the magnitudes of the vectors v
and B at t = 22.5 Myr. The velocity and magnetic field vectors
are clearly seen to show a strong tendency to be either parallel or
antiparallel.
suggests that strongly as well as weakly magnetized cores
should exist within the clumps, implying that some of the
non-detections of the field through, for example, Zeeman
measurements (Crutcher et al. 1999; Crutcher 2004), should
actually correspond to very low field strengths, rather than
to alignment effects that mask the field.
3.2.3 Statistics of mean clump properties
In order to study the collective properties of all clumps in
the molecular cloud, we apply a simple algorithm to identify
them in our simulation data. We define clumps as connected
regions with density above a certain threshold. For compar-
ison, we use two threshold values: nthres = 200 cm
−3 and
nthres = 500 cm
−3. We choose these values because they
bracket the steady-state value of the density of the CNM
(cf. sec. 3.2.2). We have found that the clump statistics are
fairly insensitive to the different density thresholds, suggest-
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Figure 12. Statistical properties of the molecular clumps iden-
tified in the cloud at t = 22.5 Myr. Here, we define clumps as
connected regions with densities above 200 cm−3. These quanti-
ties are plotted as functions of the total mass in the clumps (i.e.
M = Mgas +Msinks). The clumps indicated by asterisks (*) have
already formed sink particles. MJ is the thermal Jeans mass and
µ is the mass-to-flux ratio, where µcrit is the critical value. We
also show the best fit power laws as indicated in the panels.
Figure 13. Evolution of the total cloud mass (defined as gas
with density n > 100 cm−3) and ratio of this mass to the cloud’s
Jeans mass, showing that the entire cloud rapidly grows to contain
a large number of Jeans masses.
ing that our results are not significantly biased by our choice
of threshold.
In Fig. 12 we show some of the averaged internal proper-
ties of the clumps found in the whole cloud at t = 22.5 Myr.
The masses of these clumps span the range 2 − 400M at
this time. Clumps more massive than ∼ 200M are close to
being Jeans unstable (see the top panel of this figure, where
we show the ratio M/MJ as a function of the clump mass
M). Some regions within these massive clumps are collapsing
and will form stars. It is interesting, however, that the self-
gravitating clumps as a whole tend to have values of M/MJ
not much larger than unity. At first sight, this might appear
contradictory with the notion that molecular clouds contain
many Jeans masses. However, this apparent contradiction is
resolved by noting that our entire cloud, formed of many
clumps, does contain a large number of Jeans masses, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 13, which shows the total mass of the cloud
(defined as gas with density n > 100 cm−3) and the ratio of
this mass to its Jeans mass, clearly indicating that, by the
end of the simulation, the entire cloud contains roughly 100
Jeans masses. This supports the notion that giant molecu-
lar clouds may consist of molecular clumps immersed in an
atomic substrate (e.g., Goldsmith & Li 2005; Hennebelle &
Inutsuka 2006).
The average density and temperature depend only
weakly on the clump masses. This reflects the fact that the
filling factor of the higher-density gas within the clumps is
very low (i.e., most of the mass is at the lower densities),
and thus the mean density of the clumps is always very
close to the threshold density for defining them, with the
most massive clumps having slightly larger mean densities
(Vazquez-Semadeni et al. 1997). The near constancy of the
clumps’ densities and temperatures is also indicated by the
almost linear relation between the clumps’ masses and their
ratio of mass to Jeans mass, as shown in Fig. 12.
The velocity dispersion σ in the clumps increases with
clump mass, which, together with the fact that the clumps
have roughly the same density, implies that σ increases with
size. However, note that the dynamical range of the clump
sizes is less than one decade and the scatter in the velocity
data is quite large. This prevents us from fitting a proper
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σ-L relation here. Estimating a typical sound speed of
∼ 0.4 km s−1 we find that most of the clumps are sub- or
transonic. Only the most massive clumps, which are already
in the state of collapse, develop larger supersonic velocities,
suggesting that such velocities are the result of the gravita-
tional collapse of the clumps, or regions within them (the
cores).
The fact that the turbulence in the clumps shortly af-
ter their condensation is transonic, just as is the turbu-
lence in the surrounding WNM, is remarkable. It appears
to be consequence that the ram pressure fluctuations in
the cold gas are excited by the ram pressure of the warm
gas, i.e., ρwv
2
w ∼ ρcv2c . In addition, the cold, dense clumps
evolve quickly into thermal- pressure equilibrium with their
warm surroundings (due to the thermal bistability), so that
ρwc
2
w ∼ ρcc2c . The two conditions combined imply that the
thermal Mach numbers in both media are comparable (i.e.,
Mw ∼Mc).
The typical mean field strength in the clumps exhibits
an interesting dichotomy: clumps with M <∼ 100M have a
mean field strength B ∼ 2 µG, independent of the clump’s
mass, while clumps with M >∼ 100M, of which more than
half have already formed sinks, have systematically larger
field strengths of nearly twice that amount. This result is in
agreement with observational results that the field strength
is essentially independent of gas density for the WNM and
CNM, and only begins to increase with density at higher
densities, where presumably gravitational contraction is at
work (e.g. Crutcher et al. 2003; Heiles & Troland 2005). It
is nevertheless interesting that the typical field strength for
the low-mass clumps is roughly twice the mean value for
the whole simulation, indicating that some amount of mean
field amplification exists in the clumps with respect to the
WNM, even if by only a factor of ∼ 2.
Finally, we note that almost all clumps with mass above
10M show a critical or super-critical mass-to-flux ratio,
µ, with a mass dependence of µ ∝M0.25−0.4,4 although this
result may be an artifact of the low degree of magnetization
of our simulations (recall the mean field of our magnetized
simulation is 1µG).
3.2.4 Evolution of the cloud
While the individual clumps inside the molecular cloud grow
and merge, the cloud continues to accrete mass from the
WNM (see Fig. 14 for the cloud mass evolution). Eventu-
ally, this leads to the global contraction of the entire cloud.
In our simulation this happens at t ∼ 20 Myr which is about
15 Myr after the first dense clumps have formed. The in-
creased gravitational potential in the centre of the cloud
further compresses the gas, therefore converting an increas-
ing amount of diffuse gas into the dense phase. This relieves
concerns that the accumulation length required to attain
molecular cloud-like column densities from one-dimensional
accumulation of WNM gas is exceedingly long (∼ 1 kpc;
McKee & Ostriker 2007, sec. 2.3), since much of the column
4 We use the projected area of the clump, Ayz, and the averaged
normal field component, 〈Bx〉 = V −1
∫
dV Bx, where V is the
volume of the clump, to calculate the mass-to-flux ratio, i.e. µ =
Mclump/Ayz〈Bx〉.
Figure 14. Mass evolution of the dense gas (i.e. n > 100 cm−3,
Mgas), sink particles (Msinks,) and their sum (Mtot). The mass
accretion rate of the collapsing regions increases from 10−4 to
10−3 M yr−1 during the cloud evolution. Note that our model
does not include feedback effects which should ultimately limit
the star formation efficiency (e.g. see Va´zquez-Semadeni et al.
2007, for an estimate of the time at which the clould could be
disrupted by the formed OB stars.)
density increase is provided by the three-dimensional grav-
itational compression of the gas. The importance of lateral
gravitational contraction was already pointed out in Hart-
mann et al. (2001) and was recently also confirmed in three
dimensional simulations by Heitsch & Hartmann (2008) (see
also Dobbs et al. 2008). The one-dimensional compression
only provides the cooling and compression necessary for self-
gravity to become important, which then provides the re-
maining necessary compression (see also Elmegreen 2007).
The late global contraction finally leads to enhanced
gas densities and large (∼ 10 pc), dense, coherent, and col-
lapsing regions of mainly “molecular” gas, in which local
collapse events occur before the global collapse is completed
(e.g. Klessen 2001; Mac Low & Klessen 2004). Eventually,
a high-density and high-velocity dispersion region forms in
the overall minimum of gravitational potential, when the
global collapse finally reaches center. We expect that this
stage may result in the conditions where massive stars can
form (e.g., Zinnecker & Yorke 2007; Va´zquez-Semadeni et al.
2008, 2009).
The global evolution of our fiducial magnetic simula-
tion, with a mean field strength of 1µG, is in general simi-
lar to the evolution of the non-magnetic fiducial simulation
in Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. (2007, run L256∆v0.17 there),
in the sense that the collision of the WNM flows produces
a CNM cloud that, due to the combined action of com-
pression and cooling, becomes gravitationally unstable and
begins to contract and undergo collapse at localized sites.
Also similar are the evolutions of the dense-gas and stel-
lar masses (compare Fig. 14 to fig. 5 of Va´zquez-Semadeni
et al. 2007), and the formation of a ring at the periphery of
the cloud (Burkert & Hartmann 2004). Subtle differences,
however, do exist beteen the two simulations, due mainly to
the presence of the magnetic field, albeit weak, and to the
slightly weaker inflow speed of our simulation compared to
that of run L256∆v0.17. In particular, in the present sim-
ulation, the global collapse of the ring occurs at a signifi-
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cantly later time than in run L256∆v0.17 (t ∼ 40 Myr vs.
t ∼ 23 Myr, respectively). This is possibly a consequence of
the lower inflow speed, which does not cause as strong an
ejection of material in the radial direction, as well as of the
presence of the magnetic field, which is perpendicular to this
ejection direction, both allowing a greater concentration of
material in the central parts of the cloud, and a lower mass
of the ring. As a consequence, in our simulation the first
local collapse events occur in the central parts of the cloud,
while in run L256∆v0.17 they occurred in the peripheral
ring.
4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have reported results on the physical prop-
erties of the dense gas (which we refer to as “molecular”)
structures formed by transonic compressions in the diffuse
atomic medium, using 3D MHD simulations including self-
gravity, and radiative heating and cooling laws leading to
thermal bistability of the gas. We have defined the clumps
as connected regions with densities n ≥ 200 cm−3, which
selects the clumps formed by a phase transition from the
diffuse to the dense phases of thermal instability (TI). We
do not consider in our statistics the substructures within
these clumps, which would correspond to dense molecular
cores.
The ram pressure from the accretion of WNM gas into
the clumps contributes a net ram pressure, in addition to
the thermal pressure of the WNM, causing the clumps’ den-
sities to overshoot past the typical conditions of the CNM
(n ∼ 50 cm−3), well into the realm of physical conditions
typical of large molecular clouds (n >∼ 200 cm−3). Moreover,
since the ram pressure from the diffuse medium is turbulent
and fluctuating, it induces transonic turbulence within the
clumps which, as a consequence of the joint conditions of
ram and thermal pressure balance, must have an rms Mach
number comparable to that in the diffuse gas. The transonic
turbulence in the clumps induces significant density fluctu-
ations, which then provide the seeds for subsequent local
gravitational collapse as the clumps approach their Jeans
mass.
We found that the transition between such clumps and
the diffuse medium is generally sharp, with both media be-
ing at roughly the same thermal pressure, similarly to the
situation in the classical two-phase medium of Field et al.
(1969). However, the clumps contain large density fluctua-
tions within them, of up to one order of magnitude above
and below the nominal pressure-equilibrium density value,
caused by the presence of thermally unstable gas still in
transit towards the cold phase on the one hand, and to local
gravitational contraction on the other. Thus, the boundaries
of the clumps, which generally consist of thin layers of ther-
mally unstable gas, often become extended and penetrate
deep into the clumps. The clumps are nearly isothermal in-
side, with temperatures in the range ∼ 20–50 K, as con-
sequence of the density fluctuations within the clumps and
the nearly isothermal equation of state governing the high-
density gas.
Another key difference between the classical model and
the results of our simulations is that the clumps are formed
dynamically by the compressions in the surrounding WNM,
implying that they are subject to continuous accretion from
the WNM driven by its ram pressure (Ballesteros-Paredes
et al. 1999; Ballesteros-Paredes 2006). This in turn causes
the clumps’ mass and size to grow in time. Thus, the clumps’
boundaries are ram-pressure-driven phase-transition fronts
and clump growth occurs mainly by accretion through their
boundaries, rather than by coagulation, as was the case in
earlier models of the ISM (e.g., Kwan & Valdes 1983). In
turn, this mass flux drives the clumps to eventually become
gravitationally unstable and collapse (see also Go´mez et al.
2007, for an analogous situation in isothermal flows, with
clumps being bounded by accretion shocks).
The magnetic field shows a significant level of alignment
with the velocity field, but also large fluctuations in magni-
tude and direction inside the clumps, suggesting that it has
been significantly distorted by the turbulent motions in the
dense gas. We also find very similar distortions of the mag-
netic field structure by turbulent motions in the case with
larger a initial field strengths of 3µG. This suggests that gas
streams and field lines are likely to be aligned in the cases
of either a weak or a strong magnetic field.
The molecular clumps and the cloud as a whole are dy-
namical and evolve with time, with important consequences
for their ability to form stars (e.g., Mac Low & Klessen 2004;
Ballesteros-Paredes et al. 2007). After some 20 Myr of evo-
lution, some regions have already undergone local collapse
and started to form stars, while other clumps do not yet
show signs of star formation, similarly to the suggestion by
Elmegreen (2007) for clouds behind the spiral arms of the
Galaxy. From Fig. 14, we see that by t ∼ 28 Myr, roughly
15-20% of the total mass in the cloud (dense gas + sinks)
has been converted to sinks. By this time, according to the
estimates of Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. (2007), based on the
prescription by Franco et al. (1994), the cloud could be de-
stroyed by the newly formed massive stars. Since SF began
in the simulation at t ∼ 17 Myr, this implies that the stellar
age spread in the entire cloud should be ∼ 10 Myr. Note,
however, that our entire cloud, with a physical size of ∼ 80
pc is analogous to a giant cloud complex, rather than to an
isolated cloud. Local, isolated SF sites of sizes ∼ 10 pc, have
smaller age spreads.
During the evolution of the cloud, global gravitational
focusing enlarges connected molecular regions in the centre
of the cloud (see also Burkert & Hartmann 2004; Hartmann
& Burkert 2007). At the stage when the global contraction
reached the center of the cloud, we expect that the condi-
tions should be reached where massive stars could form(see,
e.g., Zinnecker & Yorke 2007; Va´zquez-Semadeni et al. 2008,
2009).
We conclude that the formation and evolution of clumps
in a thermally bistable medium is a highly complex process
that retains some of the features from the classical two-phase
model, such as the frequent presence of sharp density dis-
continuities, which separate the cold clumps from the warm
diffuse medium, while at the same time exhibiting a much
more complex structure, consisting of an intrincate filament
network connecting the clumps, and made up of mainly ther-
mally unstable gas. Furthermore, the clumps are internally
turbulent, and thus have density fluctuations of up to one
order of magnitude even before they become gravitationally
unstable. The role of the magnetic field appears negligible at
the relatively low magnetization levels we have considered
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in this paper. In a subsequent paper, we will consider more
strongly magnetized regimes, including ambipolar diffusion.
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